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GOC Launches After-Hours Social Program
The GOC has implemented a new
practice that we hope will benefit our
Members. We will be hosting a
monthly social event for members
who cannot attend during regular
hours due to work and/or school.
Social events are after-hours or on the
weekends so they do not disrupt the
clubhouse’s work-ordered day. These
social events allow members to keep
connected to social support.
Our first of these social events was
the Halloween party we held in
October. Everyone had a wonderful
time dancing, having dinner, and even
hitting a piñata. The GOC community
was bonding over spending a holiday
together, and many Members
expressed how much joy this event has brought them. For
the month of November, the Members wanted to host a
End of Year Wrap Up

‘Field Day.’ The Wellness Unit arranged a
day where Members could play sports and
eat a healthy lunch, all while learning the
importance of a healthy diet and exercise,
in addition to breathing techniques.
There is a social event planning
committee that is led by staff, but
consisting of members. This way, Members
are encouraged to get involved to plan and
choose what event they would like to
have. We meet weekly on Fridays, and
delegate tasks to certain units. Members
in the culinary unit will be cooking the
food. Members in the office unit will be
creating social media posts and flyers.
Members learn to work as a team from the
different units to achieve a common goal.
Members all work, and as a reward, get to
enjoy a work-free fun day for the fruits of their labor.

Three GOC Members Join the Work force

This past year has provided a lot of good changes
for the GOC. Over the summer, we completed a remodeling
and expansion to our physical space. We also experienced
an expansion in our staff, with us beginning the new year
with two full-time staff and three part-time staff.

In the past month, three of our GOC members, Karen,
Mark, and Melissa, have joined the workforce. Two of
them entered the food service sector, with Karen working
at McDonald’s and Melissa working at Pollo Tropical. Mark
has recently gotten a job performing data entry.

Our program has seen a lot of changes as well. We
have doubled the amount of units we offer through the
addition of the Media and Wellness Unit. Members have
created two additional committees, fundraising and social
event planning. This gets them more involved with board
members, as well as the overall operation of the club.

These Members recently all got jobs that correlate to
their work here at the GOC in our two primary units:
Culinary and Office. They are able to utilize the skills they
practiced here in their new positions. Everyone at the GOC
is super proud of their accomplishments!
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Members in the Spotlight
Franklin
Franklin heard about GOC through another Member, Melissa.
Franklin has been coming to the GOC for about two and a half months,
and GOC has become like a family to him. He is also a veteran of the
United States Army.

Photo

Franklin likes talking to other Members and getting to develop genuine friendships. He helps out by working in the kitchen. He also likes
working in the office unit learning how to improve his typing, enter
data, and assemble new member packets.
Franklin fits in well here. He likes to listen to other GOC
Members who need someone to talk to because it helps him identify
Franklin comes to work with a smile on his face
with them. Franklin has also received a lot of help himself since he
everyday.
has been coming here. Franklin wants to find a job and go back to
work when the time is right. He is considering a field as a diagnostics specialist! Franklin really wants people to know
that the “GOC is a great place to be!”

Jake

Jake performing at One Love Café.

Jake has been coming to GOC as a member since early 2014. Fellow
Members encouraged him to check out the GOC. Jake is a vital
Member to the organization. He comes in about four times a week to
help with closing duties. He is responsible for cleaning the bathrooms,
sweeping and mopping the floors, and any other task he finds that
needs to be done. He is a self-starter, and Members see him as a
Leader.
In his spare time, Jake likes to play the upright bass and the electric
bass. His favorite kind of music to play is jazz. Jake plays with a variety
of people around Gainesville; he plays with the Bill Fote Trio often as
well as other people in the jazz community. Jake started playing with
Swing Theory at One Love Café in late April of 2018. He likes to play
there because he gets a chance to play funk and blues as well.
Jake attended the University of North Texas and studied classical
upright bass there. Jake learned to play at age 13; that means he’s
been playing for 25 years!
Just recently, Jake has started playing for GOC events including the
July Art Walk in downtown Gainesville. Jake practices the bass every
night; it helps keep him busy and helps in his recovery process.
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Unit Update:
We ask our Members to share what strides they’ve made in our work units

Office Unit
The office unit has been working to make our
work flow more efficient. Members can now go to
the office unit job jacket rack to find an open job,
even when a staff member is not available. Each
manila folder is entitled for each job task, such as
social media postings and LSF Billing.
After completing the task, the Member can date
and sign the sheet. Member, staff or volunteer can
assign a task simply by writing instructions on a
piece of paper and putting it in the right jacket.
Some job jackets such as Google Calendar has blank
forms that can be used to create assignments.

Media Unit
Our fairly new media unit began its first
major marketing project. We recently got a new video camera, along with a shotgun microphone and a
light. Members and staff have been recording
different lines of a script, and Members are learning
how to edit videos on Adobe Premier. This project
has taken about a month to complete, and our
media unit just finished up their first marketing
project. The link to the video can be found below.
Our media unit is also expanding its
knowledge on social media. While Members have
consistently posted on Facebook, we have recently
created an Instagram account and revived an old
Twitter account. Members are learning to
consolidate messages and updates through various
mediums and managing the message to the
appropriate site.

Culinary Unit
This past month, the culinary unit focused on
adding healthier approaches to the food preparation
process. Members learned about proper sanitation
techniques of the kitchen area, as well as the food
itself. This comes first. Through our contract with
Cintas, Members are learning firsthand the proper
food safety measures and will enable the culinary
unit to operate in a more professional manner. We
have hand sanitation stations and a fresh rotation of
mop heads and towels.
Members learned about making sure food is
stored at its proper storage temperature. The fridges
should always be kept at 40 degrees F, and the freezer should be kept at 0 degrees F.

Wellness Unit
Don’t wait for the New Year; let’s get started
today with our own self care! Members can come
and support one another in our all new “Whole
Person” Wellness Support Group. This wellness unit
will be following the SAMSHA guidelines for Whole
Health Action Management (WHAM). This way,
Members can set individualized goals and achieve
with one another’s support.
This unit meets every Tuesday in the
clubhouse from 3:30-4:30. Some topics of discussion
include nutrition, stress management, and the
importance of regular exercise. The wellness unit is
hosting our second social event to introduce this
information to Members. For more information on
this program, check out the SAMSHA website:
https://www.samhsa.gov/
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1.
Health-Focused
Social Event
10am-2pm

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
Amy A.

One Love Café Art
Market
11am to 3pm

9.

10.

11.

12.
CareerSource
Job Fair

13.

14.

15.
Franklin S.

9am-12pm
IT focused
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

28.

29.

GOC Holiday
Party

Scott H.

11am-3pm
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
Valerie P.

Close at 12pm
30.

31.

Close at 12pm

Birthday

GOC
Mission

Closed

The Gainesville Opportunity Center Inc. is dedicated to rebuilding lives, restoring
dignity, and removing stigma while serving as a resource for mental health recovery
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